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Flexible. Connected. Data driven. Adaptive.

YANTRA Connect
Accelerate integration with third 
party applications

Flexible. Connected. Data driven. Adaptive.



Key Benefits

ü Simplifies integration with third 
party applications such as ERP, TMS, 
Carrier solution, etc.

ü Near real-time B2B transaction 
visibility lets you proactively identify 
transmission delays or rejections.

ü Drag-and-drop designer with visual 
data mapping and debugging, 
enable easy integration.

ü Built on top of WSO2 Enterprise 
Integrator to provide one of the 
fastest integration runtimes in the 
market

ü Supports different architectural 
styles, such as microservices or 
centralized ESB, to provide seamless 
integration.

Overview
In today’s connected work, seamless 
system integration is essential. Yet 
enterprises still struggle to connect 
systems with different architecture 
styles such as microservices and  
centralized Enterprise Service Buses 
(ESBs). Particularly in highly complex 
environments.

For example, think about products. They 
have attributes, attribute values, and  
variants. This means that to maintain,  
say, 160,000 SKUs you may need to 
update 2.5 million records. To do this at 
scale you need a system that can create 
relationships between objects across all 
your systems and pass information in 
near real-time. This has traditionally 
been a struggle. Not anymore.

Enter YANTRA Connect, the API-centric, 
hybrid enterprise commerce integration 
platform. YANTRA Connect is designed

YANTRA Connect
to integrate very complex enterprise 
systems no matter what their 
architecture. In short, it provides any-
to-any connectivity.

Not only that, its built-in transaction 
monitoring tools let you configure 
alerts and email notifications about 
transactions, to ensure staff get 
the early warning they need to respond 
to exceptions quickly and proactively to 
minimize their impact on your business.



Manage, Monitor and 
Analyze
ü Comprehensive management and 

monitoring via web console
ü Built-in collection and monitoring of 

standard access and statistics for all 
artifact types

ü Error handling and email alerting.
ü Trace message mediation flows and 

identify bottlenecks
ü Publish data to intuitive visual 

dashboards or create your own
ü Support for integration to enterprise 

logging systems

Be future ready
ü Micro Integrator - Cloud-native 

version of the Integrator, built for 
microservices

ü Dedicated dashboard provides 
information on deployed artifacts 
across Micro Integrator instances.

ü Supports statistics monitoring with 
Prometheus

ü Deploy anywhere – on-premise, cloud 
or hybrid approach

ü Flexible integration architecture 
(traditional ESB integration or cloud-
native microservices integration) 

Key Features

Get Best in Class Systems, 
Connectors and Protocol 
Support
ü 160+ connectors across various 

categories such as payments, CRM, ERP, 
social networks and legacy systems

ü Accelerators to help you integrate faster 
to save time and money

ü Transports: HTTP, HTTPS, FTP/S, SFTP, 
WebSocket, POP, IMAP, SMTP and more.

ü Data Formats: JSON, XML, SOAP, CSV and 
more

ü Messaging systems: IBM WebSphere 
MQ, Oracle AQ, Active MQ, MSMQ, and 
more

Enrich, Route, Mediate and 
Transform Data
ü Routing: Header based, content based, 

rule-based and priority-based routing
ü Mediation: All Enterprise Integration 

Patterns (EIPs), database integration, 
event publishing, logging and auditing, 
validation

ü Transformation: XSLT 1.0/2.0, Script 
(Groovy/Java script)

ü Visual Data Mapping: Mapping input 
data into output data visually

Use pre-built integrations
ü Available integrations include YANTRA 

WMS, IBM Sterling Order Management, 
Fluent Order Management, Avalara and 
Mirakl
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“As our company was architecting a new commerce solution for health 
care, we were challenged with integrating a mix of Cloud-Hosted and 
On Prem Solutions (Mirakl Marketplace and WebSphere Commerce 
were the principle solutions).  Seamless / flexible integration of these 
solutions was a key requirement as we approached our build.  We 
began looking into potentially building custom integrations for this 
solution.  These custom integrations added an untenable amount of risk 
to our program in both time and complexity.

With Yantra Connect we were able to complete our MVP integration for 
our enterprise solution and quickly take it to market.  The teams 
involved were able to onboard close to 200,000 products into our 
commerce solution.  We were also able to work with Bridge to 
customize the solution quickly to address rapidly changing business 
requirements as our application matured in the market.

As a result of this implementation, we’ve been able to double the 
suppliers engaged, rapidly deploy new features supported by Yantra 
Connect, and have successfully met the demand to drive additional 
commerce during the COVID-19 global pandemic.  Our teams have 
become self-sufficient and our business users are actively using the 
applications supported by Yantra as they grow their Healthcare 
commerce business.”

- Eugene Parker, Vice President – Information Technology, Premier Inc.
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Ready to accelerate 
your integration?
Say goodbye to integration pain. 
Schedule a YANTRA Connect 
demo today or contact us for 
more information.

info@yantracommerce.com


